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ABSTRACT

　　This is the third research paper to determine how Timed-Pair-Practice 

（TPP） can be a catalyst to improving fluency in speech. Previous research had 

shown clear improvement in this area in terms of speed, pausing and repair and 

natural alteration in the pause location to between-clause boundaries to reflect a 

more native-like speech production. Through the inclusion of TPP to a new co-

hort of low-intermediate Japanese students （G1 : n=11）, this paper hoped to con-

firm whether the previous results of improved fluency from another research 

group （G2 : n=12） could be replicated. Data was collected from both groups, 

along with a control group （CG: n=17） and a native group （NG: n=15）. By using 

a triad of composite measures to determine fluency, it became evident that TPP 

had a positive influence on speech production of participants, clearly outperform-

ing the control group but not to the extent of the native group. This would indi-

cate that despite cultural linguistic concerns and inappropriate pedagogic meth-

odologies introduced at high school, students were able to participate fully in 

their paired discussions with their peers. Furthermore, G1 could outperform G2 

in their progress in their fluency over the academic year which may have result-

ed from fine-tuning the application of TPP in classes.

Keywords : timed-pair-practice, fluency, parallel processing, cognitive processing

1.　Introduction

　　As part of the Global Career Program, first university students at a Japanese 

university have been receiving classes to prepare them for studying and working abroad 

for a six-month period. By focusing on strengthening their communicative skills through 
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the introduction of framework, Timed-Pair-Practice （TPP） （refer to Pipe & Tsushima, 

2020, for further explanation of TPP）, it was hoped that students could improve their 

intelligibility and comprehensibility when expressing themselves in English while living 

abroad （Ahangari et al., 2015 ; Derwing et al. 2012 ; Koike 2014 ; Robinson et al. 2012 ; Vicsi 

& Szaszák, 2010 ; Yenkimaleki & van Heuven, 2016）. Although speech production is 

generally evaluated by the descriptors of grammar, vocabulary, fluency, and pronunciation, 

the former two descriptors were not explicitly taught in class, unless necessary, as these 

were aspects already covered in their high school education through the grammar 

translation method （Kikuchi & Browne, 2009）. It was, therefore, assumed that students 

had a “reasonable” grasp of English grammar and vocabulary. However, fluency and 

pronunciation were areas that required attention. Previous research on TPP has had a 

positive influence on fluency with improvements in the speed of language production, 

reduction in pausing and less reliance in the use of repairs such as filled pauses and 

repeated phrases as proficiency improved （Pipe & Tsushima, 2021/2022）. This study, 

therefore, aimed to replicate similar positive changes in regards to fluency through 

quantitative analysis.

2.　Challenges to Fluency

　　Conversing in a language fluently not only requires being able to provide a large 

vocabulary but speaking error-free and with native-like pronunciation （Bosker et al., 

2013）. Such spoken language should also be produced with less hesitation and relative 

ease, and at an adequate speed （Tavakoli et al., 2020）. Finally, fluency is noted for its flow, 

continuity, automaticity and smoothness （Koponen & Riggenbach, 2000）. However, to 

become more fluent, the speaker has to consider a wide range of factors which can be 

bewildering to the non-native speaker. The issues stem from a variety of unresolved 

issues.

　　First, students are compounded by incredulous prioritization of direct translation 

methods of vocabulary and grammar and at high school. This is to prepare the students 

for their university entrance examinations （Butler, 2015 ; Løfsgaard, 2015 ; Steele & Zhang, 

2016, Tahira, 2012）. Teachers, therefore, have unsurprisingly concentrated on the teaching 

and memorization of aspects of the English language to pass these exams. Unfortunately, 

such attention on these examinations has resulted in little consideration to the 

methodology of natural second language acquisition nor the application of these aspects in 
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real conversation in task-based learning. Furthermore, with Japanese as the main medium 

of instruction （Steele & Zhang, 2016 ; Takahashi, 2005）, and a shortage of qualified school 

teachers licensed to teach communicative English at a secondary-school level （Japan 

Times, 2019 ; Nakata, 2011）, students have naturally struggled in their English education. 

As a consequence, despite a 6-year minimum period of English study at regular school, it 

is understandable why the English education in Japan is ranked low. For the past decade, 

Japanese students of English have been categorized as being in the “low proficiency” band 

（Education First, 2020） and has resulted in this country being placed 55th out of one 

hundred countries and one of the lowest among Asian countries （Educational Testing 

Service, 2019）. The above factors have, therefore, severely impeded the level of 

involvement students invest in their conversational classes.

　　Another factor that has adversely affected students’ ability to communicate effectively 

in English is as a direct result of their culture. Cultural linguistic concerns that affect 

communication classes include efforts in maintaining collective communication system 

（Hofstede et al., 2010）, hierarchical respect for their teacher and peers （Banks, 2016）, and 

harmonious relationships within the class （Nisbett & Masuda 2003）. Other cultural factors 

include avoiding shame in making mistakes in their second language abilities in front of 

others （Kawamura et al., 2006）; and discouragement in conveying individual opinions 

（Ting-Toomey & Chung, 2005）. Such cultural concerns have profoundly impacted the 

level of engagement by Japanese students to converse with their peers in their English 

communicative classes.

　　Finally, the sheer level of processing and encoding linguistic information when 

conversing in a second language puts heavy demands on working memory resources. 

Following the comprehensive model of Levelt’s （1989） four-stage speech model of 

language processing and production （de Bot, 1992 ; Doe, 2017 ; Kormos, 2006 ; Pulvermuller, 

2002 ; Segalowitz, 2010 ; Skehan, 2009）, it is expected that L2 learners in general are less 

automatic in accessing their declarative knowledge of syntactic, lexical, and phonological 

rules than L1 speakers （Kormos, 2006）. This is particularly so for the Japanese students 

as a result of issues with culture and teaching methodology as mentioned in the previous 

paragraph. Dysfluencies will understandably result as L2 learners resort to slowing down 

of speech, pausing, or using filled pauses to maintain conversation （Tavakoli, 2011） due to 

slow conscious serial processing. This is as a result of gaps in linguistic knowledge, 

interference from L1 transfer, and a lack of automaticity （Tavakoli & Wright, 2019 ; Pipe 

& Tsushima, 2021）. When considering the amount of language processing expected in the 
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classroom, it is expected that L2 learners are less automatic in accessing their declarative 

knowledge of syntactic, lexical and phonological rules （Kormos, 2006） i.e. inefficient, 

effortful grammatical, lexical and phonological encoding （Mora & Levkina, 2017）. In fact, 

this bottleneck form of controlled processing in language production （Ellis, 2005） is further 

limited by the individual’s short-term memory capacity （Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977）. This 

would certainly add light to why Japanese students have performed poorly in their 

spoken English as this stage demands much working memory resources （Hao & Othman, 

2021）. Unfortunately, few strategies have been used to relieve this cognitive burden by 

effectively improving the L2 learner’s knowledge of the target language or resource 

deficit （Dornyei & Scott, 1997, Kormos, 2006）. When considering inappropriate pedagogic 

methodologies introduced at high school and cultural linguistic concerns, it is with good 

reason that students struggle with processing and encoding linguistic information in L2 

communication.

3.　Encouraging Fluency with TPP

　　With effective preparation, however, students should benefit from TPP and the 

robust positive effects of repetition of tasks （Ahmadian & Tavakoli, 2011 ; Lambert et al., 

2017 ; Sheppard & Ellis, 2018 ; Wang, 2014）. In time, one should notice improvement in 

cognitive processing （Derwing, et al., 2008 ; Segalowitz, 2003 ; Segalowitz & Freed, 2004）, 

and faster reaction time in the testing （e.g., Ammar, 2008 ; Lyster & Izquierdo, 2009） as 

students develop the notion of parallel processing （Kormos, 2006, Lambert et al., 2021, 

Skehan 2014）. In other words, through the repetitive processing of tasks （Lambert et al., 

2017） or recursive conversations （Brown, 2014 ; Kindt & Bowyer, 2018）, students will 

become more able not only in their competency in their spoken English （Bowyer, 2019） 

but also more focused on working on two stages of speech production more 

simultaneously as one aspect of production, such as the conceptualization and formulation 

stages or greater automation of encoding processes. Through conscious effort, L2 learners 

could overcome such problems in communication by spending much attention in carrying 

out and practicing such processes consciously （Kormos, 2006）.

　　However, applying the technique of parallel processing will take time as L2 learners’ 

language knowledge/competence is rarely complete, and students will struggle with limits 

on working memory resources （Hao & Othman, 2021）. Learning must consider a 

comfortable balance between encouraging active cognitive processing through meaningful 
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negotiation so as to allow incoming information to be interpreted, reorganized and 

integrated with formerly acquired knowledge （Fiorella & Mayer, 2015）; while pushing 

students to practice and absorb this information through sufficient repetitive practice and 

thereby result in easing the pressure on the learner’s limited working memory in the long 

run （Ellis, 2005）. As a result, the repetitious nature of TPP provides a workable trade-off 

between the two. However, students will find relevant aspects of schematic and content 

memory have been activated and remembered from the first task as a result of constantly 

performing repetitious speaking tasks. This will lead to greater efficiency in L2 language 

processing and allow students to subsequently direct more cognitive resources for 

allocating attention to formulating linguistic forms accurately （Fukuta, 2016）. This will 

also compensate for the learner’s weakness in cognitive aptitude （Skehan, 2016） and 

enable students to apply more parallel-like processing to tasks by practicing encoding of 

utterances in a more real time manner （Lambert et al., 2021）, which will lead to improved 

mental lexicon organisation and lexical retrieval through more enriched conceptual 

specifications （de Groot, 1995 ; Kormos, 2006）, increasing proficiency of the declarative 

knowledge of L2 rules （Kormos, 2006）, and progress in their overall L2 proficiency 

（Sample & Michel, 2014）. Such automatic processing （Ellis, 2005） would, therefore, lead to 

the short-term memory capacity being virtually unaffected （Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977） as 

speech production would require “significantly less efforts or attention,” and “relatively 

immune to disruption” （Segalowitz, 2003 : 382）. Such improvement would be noted by 

improved fluency overall （Ahmadian & Tavakoli, 2011 ; de Jong & Perfetti, 2011 ; Lambert 

et al., 2017 ; Thai & Boers, 2016）. However, a shift from strenuous serial processing to 

more efficient parallel processing can be potentially captured by observing less frequent 

pausing, especially between clausal boundaries （BCB）, due to improved conceptualization 

（Lambert et al. 2017） and other dysfluencies resulting from repair due to improved 

control over L2 knowledge （Kormos, 2006 ; Lambert et al. 2017 ; Pipe &Tsushima, 2021 ; 

Saito et al., 2018 ; Skehan, 2016 ; Skehan & Shum, 2017 ; Tavakoli & Wright, 2019）.

4.　Research focus

　　To determine the effectiveness of the TPP framework, this study compared and 

contrasted the present research group （G1） with the previous research （G2） （conducted 

by Pipe & Tsushima, 2021） as well as a control group （CG） and native group （NG） by 

focusing on the following specific research question :
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How did the speed, breakdown and repair measures show student progress in their 

fluency of English?

5.　Methodology and Methods

5. 1　Participants

　　The participants （G1 : n=11 ; G2 : n=11） were first year students from a private 

university in Tokyo. Despite having a minimum of six years of learning, their TOEIC 

scores varied from 400 to 755 while Versant scores ranged from 29 to 48. This would 

indicate CEFR levels of the experimental group being between lower B1 and upper A1 

which would mean their English ability can be categorized as high beginner to 

intermediate. Their data was contrasted with a control group of Japanese students （CG: 

n=17） who attended a general English communication class which did not include 

instruction using TPP and a native group of English speakers （NG: n=15）.

5. 2　Timed-Pair-Practice Procedure

　　For motivational purposes （Porter, 1999）, the students were required to prepare a 

250-word response and 20 questions on a topic chosen by themselves. These students 

were then expected to practice asking these questions in pairs. After changing partners 

in subsequent rounds during this practice stage, the students became able to ask more 

appropriate questions and maintain longer conversations. After sufficient practice, 

students were then evaluated in the testing stage in which two students, picked at 

random, would be asked to provide another conversation on the same topic chosen. 

Through these practice and testing rounds, it was hoped that students would develop 

greater fluency by spending less processing time on the formulation, articulation, and self-

monitoring stages of these aspects of the spoken language.

5. 3　Data Elicitation

　　Students performed a weekly narrative production task but only 12 out of the 24 

recordings were chosen in order to save time in data analysis. This task consisted of a 

one-minute spontaneous monologue explaining what happened in each student’s week. 

Dialogue recordings were not considered as there were concerns in regards to overlap 

and unclaimed pauses between turns. There would also appear to be little difference 

between the performance in the monologues and dialogues in terms of frequency and 
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location, speed and length of pauses （Tavakoli, 2016）. For the purposes of simplicity and 

reliability, therefore, it was considered prudent to analyse individual narratives to 

measure each student’s spontaneous speaking ability.

　　All student utterances were recorded at a resolution of 16 bits with a sampling rate 

of 44.1 Hz by a PCM recorder through a high-quality microphone placed approximately 

20cm from the mouth of the speaker. This data was transferred to a computer in which 

the recorded sounds were low-pass filtered at 8,000 Hz, normalized, and analyzed by 

sound analysis software, Praat （Boersma & Weenink, 2014）.

5. 4　Notation Analysis

　　To determine the location of the pause at sentence level, extracted data was analysed 

through the notational form of the syntactic AS-unit （Analysis of Speech Unit） as this 

would seem the most effective way to codify spoken data （Moser, 2010） due to its 

flexibility （Foster et al., 2000） and simplicity （Ellis & Barkhuizen. 2005）. AS-unit refers to 

a single speaker’s utterance consisting of an independent clause or sub-clausal unit 

together with any subordinate clause（s） （Foster et al., 2000）. Once this spoken data had 

been codified through the AS-unit, pausing could be evaluated in terms of frequency and 

mean length measures at the clause level to establish pausing at BCB and NCB.

5. 5　Analysis Procedure

　　To determine the fluency of the research groups, only the recordings taken from the 

odd weeks were analysed due to expediency. To establish a base-rate for the control 

group, the recordings of the fluency were made twice in the 5th and 11th week for both 

terms. All recordings were transferred onto a digital format, in which the second author 

transcribed a sampled one-minute speech and matched each lexical item to the recording 

on the software, Praat. Then, the acoustic data were segmented into consonants, vowels, 

and pauses, and duration of each portion was measured.

5 .6　Triad Fluency Measures

　　Qualitative data has been collected by investigating utterance fluency （Housen & 

Kuiken, 2009 ; Tavakoli & Skehan, 2005 ; Segalowitz, 2016）. This would relate to the 

acoustically measurable aspects of fluency in uttered speech by examining speed, pausing 

and repair （Appendix 1）. Speed had been evaluated by four key measures : Speech Rate 

（SR）, Articulation Rate （AR）, Phonation-time Ratio （PhonRat） and Length of Runs 
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（MLoR）, to provide more credible results （Tsushima, 2018 ; Valls-Ferrer & Mora, 2014）. 

Pausing was measured by the Pause Rate （PR） to determine how speakers at lower 

proficiency levels rely on longer silent pauses to process and produce speech （Tavakoli et 

al., 2020）, and pause location within non-clausal boundaries （NCB） and between-clausal 

boundaries （BCB）. Repair had been analysed by examining filled pauses （FP） which 

looks at set phases or sounds to maintain some output ; false starts （FS） in which an 

utterance is attempted but either abandoned altogether or reformulated in some way 

（Foster et al., 2000）; repeats （RR） where the speaker repeats previously produced speech 

（Maclay & Osgood, 1959）; and self-correction （SC） when the speaker identifies an error 

either during or immediately following production and stops and reformulates the speech 

（Levelt, 1989）. This paper applied these fluency measures （Tavakoli et al., 2020） to 

determine how fluency changed over the academic year. These measures should 

illuminate the underlying thought processes involved when producing utterances 

（Huensch & Tracy–Ventura, 2017 ; Hunter, 2017 ; Tavakoli & Hunter, 2018） and unfold the 

complex nature of fluency （Bosker et al., 2013 ; de Jong et al., 2012 ; Kahng, 2014 ; Kormos, 

2006 ; Pipe & Tsushima, 2021 ; Skehan, 2015 ; Tavakoli et al., 2020）.

5. 7　Statistical Analysis Procedure

　　The fluency measures analysed twelve data points in the research groups but were 

later averaged into four quarters in order to compare the results with the four data points 

in the control group and the one data point for the native group. To test the statistical 

significance of these data sets, a repeated-measures ANOVA was run on each measure 

separately. When the assumption of sphericity was not met, Greenhouse-Geisser correction 

was used. The statistical analyses of the control group showed that all the fluency 

measures, including speed, composite, breakdown, and repairs measures, were not 

significant, p>0.05, except for SR, p=0.05, η2=0.22, indicating that the group improved 

very little during the semester. Therefore, the average data will be presented in the 

result section.

6. 1.　Speed Performance

　　Looking at the speed of language output, the research group showed modest 

improvement in their speed in speech rate （SR）, articulation rate （AR）, mean length of 

run （MLoR） and phonation-time ratio （PhonRat） compared to the control group but there 

is still further progress required to match the level of a native speaker.
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6. 1. 1　Speech Rate

Graph 1 : Speech rate performance of research, control and native groups

　　For G1, SR significantly increased over the academic year, F（5, 60）=18.8, p<0.001, η
2=0.94, increasing constantly from 87.2 syllables/min in the first quarter to 122.4 syllables/

min in the final quarter （an increase of 40.4%） which is a marked improvement when 

contrasted with the control group’s mean average of 64.0 syllables/min. Furthermore, this 

is a significant improvement from G2 which also improved from 72.0 to 88.8 syllables/min 

（an increase of 21.9%）. However, the native group spoke at a much faster rate of 227.7 

syllables/min.

6. 1. 2　Articulation Rate

　　A pattern was also observed in AR as G1 significantly increased their rate, F（5, 60）

=4.7, p=0.001, η2=0.28, from 149.8 syllables/min to 179.1 syllables/min （an increase of 

19.5%）. Again, when compared to the results of the control group’s mean average of 137.1 

syllables/min, there is clear progress. Again, this is a significant improvement from G2 

which only improved from 153.8 to 162.3 syllables/min （an increase of 5.5%）. However, 

despite such gains, the native group spoke at a much faster rate of 267.5 syllables/min.



Graph 2 : Articulation rate performance of research, control and native groups
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6. 1. 3　Mean length of run

Graph 3 : Mean length of run of research, control and native groups

*MLoR   units were measured in syllables/run for G1, CG and NG while G2 was measured in words/run
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　　Focusing on the third speed measure, the MLoR, the research group provided 

lengthier runs with a significant increase, F（2.9, 35.2）=4.6, p=0.009, η2=0.28, from 3.8 to 

5.1 syllables/run （an increase of 34.2%） which outperformed the control group which 

managed an average of 3.2 syllables/run. G2 was measured in words/minute. It is noted 

that there is a disparity in the units of measurement as words contain one or more 

syllables so it is expected that the figures will be lower for G2. However, this group also 

showed significant improvement from 2.8 to 3.3 words/run （an increase of 17.9%）. Despite 

such improvement by both G1 and G2, a clear gap still remains regarding the ability to 

maintain lengthier utterances with native speakers averaging a run of 16.9 syllables/run.

6. 1. 4　Phonation-Time Ratio

Graph 4 : Phonation-time ratio of research, control and native groups

　　The final speed measure looks as the percentage of speech production and, again, 

there is a significant improvement, F（5, 60）=13.0, p<0.001, η2=0.52. G1’s PhonRat began 

the first quarter at 58.0% and increased to 69.0% by the end of the semester （increase of 

19.0%）. The control group, on the other hand, showed a considerably lower average 

PhonRat percentage of 46.7%. There is also a significant improvement from G2 which only 

improved from 46.0% to 53.5% （an increase of 16.3%）. However, despite the research 

group edging closer, the PhonRat of the natives was much higher at 85.0%.
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6. 2　Pause Performance

　　Drawing attention towards pausing when attempting to produce language output, G1 

showed modest improvement with a reduction in pausing overall, especially when 

compared to the control group. There was a drop in : pause rate （PR）, pausing at both the 

non-clausal boundaries （NCB）, and the between-clausal boundary （BCB）. However, there 

is still further progress required to match the level of a native speaker.

6. 2. 1　Pause Rate

Graph 5 : Pause rate ratio of research, control and native groups

　　If we draw our attention to the amount of pausing by each group, we can see the 

reverse of PhonRat and, again, there is a significant improvement, F（5, 60）=13.0, p<0.001, 

η2=0.52. The amount of pausing at the first quarter was little less than half the time 

taken to speak at 41.9% but this mean average significantly fell to 31.1% by the final week 

（a decrease of 25.8%）. The control group was pausing considerably more in the recorded 

data at a mean PauseRat of 53.3%. Again, G1 clearly outperformed G2 which reduced the 

rate of pausing from 54.0% to 46.5% （a decrease of 13.9%）. However, despite progress 

made by the research group, the rate of pausing was much higher than the native group 
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of 15.0%.

6. 2. 2　Pause Location within the unit of spoken language

　　If we turn our attention to the pause location within the unit of spoken language, the 

following information will provide insight into pausing at the non-clausal boundary （NCB） 

and at between-clausal boundary （BCB）.

6. 2. 2. 1　Pauses at Non-Clausal Boundaries

Graph 6 : Mean of length of non-clausal boundary pausing of research, control and native groups

　　Looking at the mean length of pausing at the non-clausal boundaries （NCB）, it would 

appear that G1 made overall progress with constant reduction in the mean length of NCB 

pausing, F（5, 60）=4.0, p=0.003, η2=0.25, from 0.73 to 0.60 seconds by the final test （a 

decrease of 17.8%） which seemed to resemble closer to the native level of 0.52 seconds 

and a clear movement away from the control group with an average NCB pause duration 

of 0.88 seconds. G2, on the other hand, in fact increased the rate of pausing from 0.83 to 

0.93 seconds （an increase of 12.0%）.



Graph 7 :   Mean of frequency of non-clausal boundary pausing/100 Syllables of research, control 
and native groups
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　　Although similarly matching the initial results of the control group of 20.6 pauses/100 

syllables, G1 significantly reduced the number of NCB pauses, F（3.0, 36.1）=6.8, p=0.001, 

η2=0.36, from 17.2 pauses/100 syllables in the first quarter to 11.3 pauses/100 syllables by 

the final quarter （decrease of 34.3%）. Again, G1 outperformed G2. G2 managed to reduce 

the rate of pausing slightly from 26.5 to 24.3 pauses/100 syllables （a decrease of 8.3%） 

which is higher than CG. However, despite the success of G1, the native group length of 

NCB pausing was considerably less at 2.1 seconds pauses/100 syllables.

6. 2. 2. 2　Pauses at Clausal Boundaries

　　The mean length of pause at between-clausal boundary （BCB） for the research 

groups significantly decreased, F（1.9, 22.0）=13.0, p<0.001, η2=0.51. In the first quarter, 

the mean length was 0.99 seconds and 0.65 seconds by the final quarter （an overall 

decrease of 34.3%）. This would indicate promising changes in length of pauses again as 

G1 not only performed better when compared to G2, which actually increased the rate of 



Graph 8 :   Mean of length of between-clausal boundary pausing of research, control and native 
groups
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pausing overall from 1.19 to 1.21 seconds （an increase of 1.7%）, but also reflected more 

closely with BCB pause length of the native level of 0.57 seconds. The control group, on 

the other hand, showed a lengthier average mean of 1.63 seconds.

　　Regarding the frequency of BCB pauses, again a similar pattern emerges. G1 showed 

progress in almost each test, starting at 18.7 pauses/100 syllables in the first quarter, 

falling to and 13.4 pauses/100 syllables by the final quarter （an overall decrease of 28.3%）. 

Although the overall decline was marginally significant, F（2.6, 39.7）=2.7, p=0.07, η2=0.18, 

and still not close to the native group which seldomly paused at BCB with a rate of 5.3 

pauses/100 syllables, the results outperformed G2 which decreased the rate of pausing 

from 21.5 to 20.2 pauses/100 syllables （a decrease of 6.0%）. The control group paused 

more often than the research group with an average rate of 23.2 pauses/100 syllables.

6. 3　Repair performance
*Note   that self-correction data was not included in the total repairs of G1, CG and NG as this was not 



Graph 9 :   Mean of Frequency of between-clausal boundary pausing/100 syllables of research, 
control and native groups
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measured in G2’s data

　　Looking at the final fluency measure （graph 9）, it would appear that G1 used this 

strategy consistently less when maintaining their utterances which would indicate greater 

fluency still. This group started at 18.6 repairs/100 syllables in the first quarter and 9.9 

repairs/100 syllables by the final quarter （a decrease of 46.8%）. G2 would appear to be 

either more ambitious or more challenged to maintain their utterances. The frequency of 

total repairs varied throughout the year – ranging from 20.5 repairs/100 syllables in the 

third quarter to 27.9 repairs/100 syllables in the second quarter. Surprisingly, CG would 

seem to have performed better than G2 with an average of 18.4 repairs/100 syllables but 

one must also take into account the speed and pausing measures. However, despite the 

progress made by G1, the native group seldomly had to reply on repair with only 4.3 

repairs/100 syllables.



Graph 10 : Mean frequency of total repairs/100 syllables of research, control and native groups
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6. 3. 1　Filled Pauses

　　It is noted that G1 relied on filled pauses less over the first semester to maintain their 

utterances. In the initial quarter, this group averaged 10.6 filled pauses/100 syllables but 

this fell to 6.5 filled pauses/100 syllables by the end quarter （an overall decrease of 

38.7%）, although the decline was not statistically significant, F（2.2, 26.3）=2.19, p=0.128, η2 

=0.16. G2 would seem to use this repair strategy less, increasing slightly from 10.2 to 10.8 

filled pauses/100 syllables in the final quarter （a net increase of 5.9%）. The control group, 

on the other hand, managed an even higher rate with an average of 15.5 filled pauses/100 

syllables. The native group, however, seldomly relied on this strategy to maintain their 

utterances with only 2.5 filled pauses/100 syllables.

6. 3. 2　False Starts

　　False starts would again demonstrate improvement in the G1’s ability to maintain 

their utterances. Initially, G1 made an average of 0.98 false starts/100 syllables in the first 

quarter and this dropped to a minimum of 0.18 false starts/100 syllables in the third 

quarter but slightly increased to 0.27 false starts/100 syllables by the end of the course （a 

net decrease of 72.4%）. Despite progress, the decrease was not statistically significant, F



Graph 11 : Mean frequency of filled pauses/100 syllables of research, control and native groups

Graph 12 : Mean frequency of false starts/100 syllables of research, control and native groups
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（5, 60）=1.7, p=0.139, η2 =0.13. The control group seemed to rely on this strategy less with 

0.5 false starts/100 syllables but not to the extent of the native group which used only 0.1 

false starts/100 syllables. However, G2 again would seem to be more adventurous or 

struggled to maintain their utterance with much higher fluctuations in the use of this 

strategy with a low of 4.13 false starts/100 syllables in the third quarter to a high of 6.69 

false starts/100 syllables in the second quarter （an overall increase of 21.4%）.

6. 3. 3　Repeated Words

Graph 13 : Repeats/100 syllables of research, control and native groups

　　Again, a similar pattern is observed by G1 as this group reduced their reliance on 

repeats to maintain their utterances. This group used 5.0 repeats/100 syllables in the first 

quarter and this fell to 3.2 in the third quarter, only to rise slightly to 3.6 repeats/100 

syllables by the end of the semester （a decrease of 28.0%）, F（2.3, 30）=10.3, p<0.001, η2 

=0.46. The control group, again, relied on this strategy less with an average of 2.0 

repeats/100 syllables and the native group even lesser with 1.2 repeats/100 syllables. G2 

also displayed a similar pattern with fluctuations in the use of this strategy with a low of 

6.3 repeats/100 syllables in the third quarter to a high of 12.4 repeats/100 syllables in the 
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second quarter （net decrease of 45.0%）.

6. 3. 4　Self-correction

Graph 14 : Mean self-correction/100 syllables of research, control and native groups

　　From all the repair measures, G1 relied on self-correction to maintain their utterances. 

In the first quarter, G1 used this form of repair 0.89 self-corrections/100 syllables. This 

increase over the year to reach 3.27 self-corrections/100 syllables by the final quarter （an 

overall increase of 267%）. Data provided on the amount of self-correction used by the 

control group was averaged around 2.05 self-corrections/100 while the native group used 

this measure predictably less at 0.57 self-corrections/100.

7.　Discussion

How did the fluency measures show student progress in their fluency of English?

　　Utterance fluency improved dramatically over the semester. By applying this triad of 
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fluency measures, the results clearly support the claim that as the learners in both 

research groups, G1 and G2, developed confidence to express themselves with the 

successful integration of the TPP framework, they also progressed in fluency. These 

results of the research group would be in line with expectations from a previous pilot 

paper （Pipe & Tsushima, 2021） that as students gained more experience in the actual 

application of language in their paired classroom dialogues, students developed strategies 

to naturally process their linguistic resources in the formation, articulation, and self-

monitoring stages. However, not only did students from the research outperform the 

control group in all categories, G1 clearly outperformed G2 and further narrowed the gap 

with native speakers. This must be as a result of TPP being better implemented.

Table 1:   Comparison in speed performance between the former, present and native research 
groups over the year

Former Research Group
 （G2）

Present Research Group
 （G1）

Native 
Group （NG）

AIM

Net 
percentage 
change （%）  

Net average 
Net 

percentage 
change （%）

Net average Net average 

SR
（syllables/min） INCREASE 21.9 79.9 40.4 107.2 227.7
AR

（syllables/min） INCREASE 5.5 159.5 19.5 164.2 267.5
MLoR words/run

（G2） syllables/run （G1） INCREASE 17.9 3 34.2 4.6 16.9
PhonRat

（% of speech） INCREASE 16.3 49.5 19.0 65.1 85.0

　　Unsurprisingly, G1 performance in all speed measures （table 1）, SR, AR, MLoR and 

PhonRat, improved. As mentioned earlier （refer to 6.1） CG performed the worst in each 

category with only slight gains in the speed measures as they struggled to maintain their 

utterances. One could possibly claim that application of the TPP framework improved 

speed with a more careful balance between meaningful negotiation to acquire language 

（Fiorella & Mayer, 2015） on the one hand, and sufficient repetitive practice on the other 

to reduce the level of working memory used in the activities （Ellis, 2005） orchestrated in 

classroom management. In fact, with more experience in applying TPP, one can see a 

greater increase in the net changes in the speed performance measures of G1 （e.g. SR 

40.4% increase） compared to G2 net changes （e.g. SR 21.9% increase）. This has been as a 

result of a broad range of factors. From the teacher’s perspective, providing more concise 
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instruction, better modeled examples, more informed corrective feedback, and more 

successfully applied online materials could have made students more aware of speech 

production expectations. From the student’s perspective, choosing better topics, providing 

more opportunities for students to apply corrective feedback, encouraging greater 

awareness of meta-learning strategies such as self-efficacy and perseverance, or pushing 

for deeper self-observation in proficiency may have led to an alteration in motivation from 

extrinsic to intrinsic participation which resulted in students wanting to actually speak 

more in class activities. However, looking at the speed measures of NG such as SR at 227.7 

syllables/min （G1 : 107.2 syllables/min ; G2 : 79.9 syllables/min） or AR at 267.5 syllables/

min （G1 : 164.2 syllables/min ; G2 : 159.5 syllables/min）, there is still clear room for 

improvement in all categories.

Table 2 :   Comparison in pause performance between the former, present and native research 
groups over the year

Former Research Group
（G2）

Present Research Group
（G1）

Native 
Group （NG）

AIM

Net 
percentage 
change （％）

Net average 
Net 

percentage 
change （％）

Net average Net average 

PauseRat
（％ of speech） REDUCE -13.9 50.5 -25.8 34.9 15.0
NCB Length

（seconds） REDUCE 12.0 0.88 -17.8 0.64 0.52
NCB Frequency

（pause/100 syllables） REDUCE -8.3 25.1 -34.3 13.6 16.9
BCB Length

（seconds） REDUCE 1.7 1.09 -34.3 0.77 0.57
BCB Frequency

（pause/100 syllables） REDUCE -6.0 21.1 -28.3 15.7 85.0

　　Drawing attention towards pausing （table 2）, there was clear improvement for G1 

but not for G2 which, at times, resembled the results of CG （refer to 6.2）. With improved 

cognitive processing （Derwing, Munro, & Thomson, 2008 ; Segalowitz, 2003 ; Segalowitz & 

Freed, 2004） and faster reaction time in the testing （e.g., Ammar, 2008 ; Lyster & 

Izquierdo, 2009）, it was expected that there would be less pausing. However, the net fall 

in PauseRat by G1 group was 25.8% which was a greater reduction compared to G2 which 

decreased by 15.8% and CG which dropped by 12.1%. This alteration in pausing would 

indicate possible improvement in the use of working memory as learners gain better 

access to their L2 language competence （Hao & Othman, 2020）. Again, due to more finely 
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tuned implementation of TPP, one can see a greater reduction in pausing.

　　However, to indicate a shift from strenuous serial processing to more efficient parallel 

processing, one needs to observe a reduction in the frequency of pausing. Looking at 

pause length and frequency within the sentence, there was a reduction in non-clausal 

boundaries. Concentrating on G1’s data, there was a drop of 17.8% in length and in 

frequency of 34.3%. By contrast, G2 only managed to reduce to a less degree the 

frequency of NCB by 8.3% and actually increased the length of this type of pause by 12%. 

This would indicate the challenges faced by G2 in attempting to become less dysfluent. 

Despite improvement in frequency, this group still had to take more time to process 

information. Spoken output by G1, on the other hand, certainly seemed less dysfluent in 

nature （Nakatsuhara, 2014） due to the reduction in pause duration as well as frequency 

in NCB. Such reductions obviously affect the prosodic boundaries between clauses in 

spontaneous speech （Choi, 2003 ; Ferreira, 1993 ; Horne et el., 1995）.

　　However, for there to be a shift from serial processing to more efficient parallel 

processing, one must observe less frequent pausing between clausal boundaries （BCB） 

due to improved conceptualization （Lambert et al. 2017）. Looking closer at pause location 

at BCB, G1 outperformed G2 with net decreases of 34.3% in the mean length of pause and 

28.3% in frequency. Similar to NCB, G2 managed to reduce the frequency of BCB by 6% 

but increased the length slightly by 1.7% due to the strain of maintaining their utterances 

in the testing. In fact, this increase in frequency of BCB by G2 would suggest that this 

group probably reached “critical points” of processing difficulties associated with L2 

speech （Segalowitz, 2010 : 9） while the G1 managed to reduce this aspect of pausing as a 

result of better efficient parallel processing and being increasingly more automatic in 

accessing their declarative knowledge of syntactic, lexical and phonological rules （Kormos, 

2006 ; Mora & Levkina, 2017）. In fact, these results could also suggest that more efficient 

parallel processing had a knock on effect by reducing the strain on working memory 

resources and subsequently allowing G1 students to subsequently use more cognitive 

resources for allocating attention to formulating linguistic forms accurately （Fukuta, 2016, 

Lambert et al., 2021）. As a result, G1 attained greater proficiency in their fluency than G2 

due to more efficient parallel processing.

　　Although there was improvement in BCB and NCB, due to concerns regarding the 

operationalizing and reliable measuring of fluency （Housen et al. 2012）, this paper also 

looked at repair as this would indicate improved control over L2 knowledge （Kormos, 

2006 ; Lambert et al. 2017 ; Saito et al., 2018 ; Skehan, 2016 ; Skehan & Shum, 2017 ; Tavakoli 



Table 3 :   Comparison in repair performance between the former, present and native research 
groups over the year

Former Research Group
（G2）

Present Research Group
（G1）

Native 
Group （NG）

AIM

Net 
percentage 
change （％）

Net average 
Net 

percentage 
change （％）

Net average Net average 

Filled Pauses
（/100 syllables） REDUCE 5.9 10.2 -38.7％ 8.5 2.53
False Starts

（/100 syllables） REDUCE 21.4 5.49 -72.4 0.53 267.5
Repeated Words

（/100 syllables） REDUCE -45.0 9.3 -28.0 3.9 16.9
Self-correction

（/100 syllables） REDUCE N/A N/A 267.0 2.24 0.57
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& Wright, 2019）. This would also capture the cognitive challenges students faced in 

continuing their language production i.e. issues of clarity within the message produced 

and the strategies used by the speaker to buffer their utterances when encoding a speech 

plan. Unsurprisingly, the control group struggled to maintain their utterances due to a 

lack of development in their lexical, grammatical or phonological resources （refer to 6.3）. 

G1, however, would seem to be more determined to apply their linguistic resources to 

maintain their spoken monologues. This observation would seem to reflect the data as this 

group relied less on filled pauses （decreased by 38.7%）, false starts （decreased by 72.4%） 

and repeats （decreased by 28.0%）, but a heavy surge in self-correction （increased by 

267%）. In fact, this trend in self-correction is to be expected as they learnt how to express 

themselves and accurately fine-tune their message while committing themselves to the 

conversations. Rather than pausing, these students were prepared to make mistakes in 

conversation and develop their lexical, grammatical, or phonological resources. G1 would 

seem to stretch their linguistic resources in an effort to become more proficient in 

attaining a more accurate message when formulating their thoughts and opinions.

　　Data on G2, on the other hand, would suggest less progress was made in an effort to 

become more cognitively fluent in expressing their utterances. There were rise in the 

levels of filled pauses （increase by 5.9%） and false starts （increase of 21.4%） but a 

reduction in repeated words （decrease of 45%）. Unfortunately, no data was analysed in 

regards to self-correction as this was initially considered in the research plan but would 

have better indicated the cognitive challenges students face in continuing their language 

production. However, with an increase on filled pauses and false starts to maintain an 
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increased rate of speech production, one can conclude the students in G2 being cognitively 

challenged and, therefore, less fluent.

　　Overall, the data on repair would complement the data on speed and pausing. There 

was noticeable improvement in fluency in their spoken monologues with reductions in 

terms of speed, pause and repair due to less strain in the cognitive demands of speech 

production for G1 and, to a less extent, G2 （Derwing et al., 2009 ; Pipe & Tsushima, 2021 ; 

Tavakoli et al., 2020）. Compared to these research groups, CG’s performance would reflect 

lower leveled L2 speakers as they were less fluent in terms of speed and pausing, and 

dysfluent in their speak production in terms of frequency of pausing and repair （Kormos, 

2006 ; Mora & Levkina, 2017 ; Pipe & Tsushima, 2021, Segalowitz, 2010）. On the other 

hand, students from the research groups showed marked improvement in their English 

proficiency. Through effective preparation, practice, and testing in TPP, students were 

clearly re-orientated to conversational tasks （Pipe & Tsushima, 2021/2022）. In fact, as 

they built strategies to maintain conversation through practice in TPP, they also started 

to gain confidence and became more proficient in exploring and experimenting in their 

spoken language discourse and thus less perturbed when challenged to express 

themselves – consequently becoming more apt by also producing lengthier and more 

complex sentences which can only indicate greater proficiency in their English abilities. 

Development of these sociolinguistic and metacognitive habits were, therefore, reflected in 

the recorded data with increased speed, reduced pausing and overall reduction in repairs. 

One can, therefore, support the claim that there was improved fluency as spoken 

language produced at an increasing speed with relative ease and less hesitation （Tavakoli 

et al., 2020）.

8.　Discussion and Recommendations

8. 1　Data elicitation method

　　Possibly the performance of students could partly have been affected by the 

procedure of the testing. As described in 5.2, students orientated themselves in cultivating 

their language resources and developing their speech production by generating 

conversation from their prepared 20 questions. In the recordings, however, students had 

to maintain a one-minute monologue on what they did at the weekend. These recordings 

may not completely reflect the complete realities of TPP in the classroom. In TPP, 

students pushed for much meaning negotiation by developing their socio-interlanguage 
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systems. The recording provided, however, were individual performances based on the 

same topic in which students were simply asked to explain what they did over the 

weekend. Although the recordings convey features of fluency, the level of commitment to 

the recording would have been affected by how interesting their weekend actually was. If 

the student had done relatively little, it would have been more challenging to maintain a 

monologue for a minute – especially if they were repeating the same type of monologue 

each week because they were limited in what they could do due to the restriction caused 

by COVID-19. If the recordings analysed were of a similar nature to the TPP sessions by 

allowing students to talk in pairs, the dynamics of the interaction would have changed 

and possibly have reflected greater fluency as students would be more motivated to 

commit to their conversation. There would have been more of a spark in the interaction 

and thereby lead to a more in-depth display in fluency, leading to, for example, possibly 

more repair to maintain conversation, increased AR and longer pausing between clauses. 

Instead, students may have reached a comfortable plateau and felt less inclined to stretch 

their lexical resource in the recorded data compared to spoken output in the class 

activities. As a result, despite the encouraging results, students may have in fact provides 

more complacent versions of their thoughts in order to reach their target to speak for a 

one-minute recording.

8. 2　Correction challenges

　　A challenge during TPP testing was still the level of corrective feedback to provide 

students （Pipe & Tsushima, 2021）. Pragmatic accuracy and fluency follow two different 

constructs, one that involves acquiring pragmatic knowledge while the other one requires 

gaining automatic control in processing this knowledge in real time （Kasper, 2001）. 

Although through carefully applied corrective feedback during the testing stage of TPP, 

students showed greater performance in their accuracy in the speaking tests, the degree 

and variety of corrective feedback was varied so as to not make a trade-off with 

performance fluency （Skehan, 1996） as this also had to be nurtured. Furthermore, it was 

also a concern that some students might have become too reliant on teacher involvement 

to ensure that there was a certain amount of progress made. For students to pursue 

greater fluency in their conversations, it is necessary for students to feel greater 

confidence in their English abilities.

　　The research has so far focused on a quantitative analysis of the theory of TPP. This 

framework needs to reflect the true understandings of the actual participants for 
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corrective feedback to become more effective. To enable a deeper and more genuine 

understanding that reflects a more true and fair description of views held by the students 

（Howe, 2004）, a qualitative investigation could provide clarity from the students’ 

perspective as to what could be considered a suitable level of corrective feedback. From 

qualitative analysis of surveys or interviews, one might begin to determine a more 

realistic interpretation of the cause and effect in the hypothesis between TPP and fluency 

by establishing a more effective approach in the application of corrective feedback 

through the testing stages of TPP. At the moment, it is clear that corrective feedback 

needs to consider concerns about accuracy level and level of reliance on teacher input. In 

this research, it was felt that some students would not have benefited as much as 

previously envisaged with corrective feedback as there was too much to consider at the 

formulation stage of speech production （Kormos, 2006）. As a result, feedback was used 

more sparingly and targeted to particular aspects of grammar.

9.　Conclusion

　　TPP shows huge potential for teachers to include in their EFL classroom. Following 

from the pilot paper by Pipe & Tsushima （2021）, TPP framework not simply encourages 

students to genuinely engage in their paired conversation to improve their proficiency in 

English but invigorates them in their learning of English. Most of the findings of the 

present study have established a strong cause-effect relationship between the application 

of the TPP framework and improvement in fluency. Over the academic year, it is clearly 

evident that students can become more fluency in their speech despite the challenges 

Japanese students face when conversing in their English due to inappropriate pedagogic 

methodologies introduced at high school and cultural linguistic concerns. This is of great 

significance as this demonstrates that students at university can re-orientate themselves 

to improving their proficiency in speech production.
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Appendices on Fluency Composite Measures

1. 1　Speed

Table 4 :   Formulae for Speech Rate, Articulation Rate, Phonation-time Ratio and Mean Length of 
Run

Speech Rate （SR）
 （syllables/min）

　 Total number of syllables produced from the entire narrative 　
The total time （in minutes） required to produce the speech sample

Articulation Rate （AR）
（syllables/min）

　　　　　　　 Total number of syllables produced from the entire narrative 　　　　　　　
The total time required to produce the speech sample excluding pause time of 300ms or above

Phonational-time Ratio
（PhonRat） （％）

　  Length of actual time spoken  　
Time taken to produce the narrative

Length of Runs（MLoR）
（syllables/utterance）

Average mean of all utterances between pauses of 300ms or above of  Number of syllables in each utterance run 

x 100

Total Utterance

1. 2　Pausing

Table 5 : Pause-time Ratio

Pause Ratio
（PauseRat） （％）

　　　Length of total pauses　　　
Time taken to produce the narrative

x 100

Table 6 : Formulae to determine the mean length and frequency of NCN and BCB

Non-Clausal Boundaries （NCB） Between-Clausal Boundaries （BCB） 
Mean length

（secs）
　Total length of non-clausal pause　
The frequency of non-clausal pauses

　Total length of clausal pause　
The frequency of clausal pauses

Frequency
（per 100 syllables）

Total number of non-clausal pause
100 syllable utterance

 Total number of clausal pause 
100 syllable utterance

1. 3　Repair

Table 7 : Filled Pauses, False Starts, Repeats and Self Corrections

Filled Pauses Frequency
（per 100 syllables）

False Starts Frequency
（per 100 syllables） 

Repeats Frequency
（per 100 syllables）

Self Corrections  Frequency
（per 100 syllables）

Total number of filled pauses
100 syllable utterance

Total number of false starts
100 syllable utterance

Total number of repeats
100 syllable utterance

Total number of self corrections
100 syllable utterance
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